NEWS LETTER #01
FEBRUARY 2006
Hi everyone and anyone
Just over 5 months to go and we thought it was about time to let you all know exactly
how the plans are shaping up for our world bike tour. As you can imagine it's "all go"
around the Spry and Mulder household at the moment and needless to say there's a
humungous smile on both our faces as the start date looms. For those of you who are
not aware, d-day is 31 July 2006. Before then, we have to sell-off all of our
possessions, (except those we are taking with us naturally), find a good home for our
darling cat Lotje and work our butts off to pad the bank account out a bit. Then, there's
the grandiose farewell party to organise and that promises to be a real doozy; full of
surprises and absolutely not to be missed! But more about that in the following
newsletter...
If you missed the article about our trip in the Gelderlander Newspaper on 1 February
click on the link below. (English version)
http://www.tour.tk/pics/gelderlander010206english.gif
Curious as to what our exact plans are? Then take a look at our website: www.tour.tk
And don't forget to bookmark it. Over the next five years it will be filled with our travel
stories, films and adventures and who knows what else.
I suppose some sort of motivational speech should really follow but we've decided to
leave that for the goodbye phase. Although we would really like to add our latest
experience: if you've ever had a dream to do something, then god dam it, go for it. You
can't imagine how exciting it is knowing you are on the road to making it come true.
Biking it off in style
Son and Ali x
www.tour.tk | what a wonderful world tour
PS: If you don't wish to receive anymore of our newsletters then click here

